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The architect of Sydney Opera House, Jørn Utzon was a relatively unknown 38 year old Dane in January 1957 when his entry was announced winner of the international competition to design a ‘national opera house’ for Sydney’s Bennelong Point.
The Architect - Jørn Utzon - Sydney Opera House
Updated July 04, 2018 Danish architect Jørn Utzon, 2003 Pritzker Prize Laureate, broke all the rules when he won an international competition in 1957 to design a new theater complex in Sydney, Australia. By 1966, Utzon had resigned from the project, which was completed under the direction of Peter Hall (1931-1995).
Sydney Opera House - An Architectural Biography
Jørn Oberg Utzon, AC, Hon. FAIA (Danish: [?j????n ?uts?n]; 9 April 1918 – 29 November 2008) was a Danish architect. He was most notable for designing the Sydney Opera House in Australia, completed in 1973. When it was declared a World Heritage Site on 28 June 2007, Utzon became only the second person to have received such recognition for one of his works during his lifetime, after ...
Jørn Utzon - Wikipedia
The Sydney Opera House building was created by Jørn Utzon, a young Danish architect who understood the potential provided by the site against the stunning backdrop of Sydney Harbour. The massive concrete sculptural shells that form the roof appear like billowing sails filled by the sea winds.
Sydney Opera House : Building by Jørn Utzon - e-architect
The Sydney Opera House was designed by Danish Architect Jørn Utzon, after his design won a competition in 1957. This highly controversial project at the time came to define Australia.
Sydney Opera House - Architectuul. Architects, Architecture
Sydney Opera House, located in the bay of Sydney Harbour, is a performing arts centre which since it opened in 1973 has come to be seen as a masterpiece of modern architecture and a symbol of Australia. It was designed by Danish architect Jørn Utzon, following an international architectural competition in 1957.
Sydney Opera House - Designing Buildings Wiki
The architectural style is also pleasing to the eye, unpretentious and easily-red forms. Ed – architect Adrian Welch. Kingo Houses. Sydney Opera House, NSW, Australia Dates built: 1957-73 Jorn Utzon worked with Ove Arup on this seminal building, but sadly in 1966 Jørn left Sydney in a cloud of controversy.
Jorn Utzon Architect, Danish Architecture - e-architect
Text description provided by the architects. There are few buildings as famous as the Sydney Opera House in Sydney, Australia.Arguably considered the eighth wonder of the world, the opera house ...
AD Classics: Sydney Opera House / Jørn Utzon | ArchDaily
Designed by Danish architect Jørn Utzon, but completed by an Australian architectural team headed up by Peter Hall, the building was formally opened on 20 October 1973 after a gestation beginning with Utzon's 1957 selection as winner of an international design competition.
Sydney Opera House - Wikipedia
The Sydney Opera House by architect Ove Arup & Partners was built in Sydney, Australia in 1959-1973.
Sydney Opera House - Data, Photos & Plans - WikiArquitectura
In celebration of World Architecture Day we are presenting Jørn Utzon: The Man and the Architect - A documentary on Sydney Opera House's innovative architect Jørn Utzon. It is the story of the inspiration behind his work and the way he has influenced those around him.
Jørn Utzon: The Man and the Architect - Sydney Opera House
Sydney Opera House Architectural Tour Delve into the history and construction Join us on this limited run tour where you'll learn how in the mid-1950s, Australia and a man from Denmark, Jørn Utzon, created a sculpture on Sydney Harbour that changed the course of twentieth-century architecture.
Architectural Tour - Sydney Opera House
An iconic piece of architecture recognized around the world, the Sydney Opera House was designed by Jørn Utzon, following a 1956 competition that attracted 222 competition entries.
Sydney Opera House | Tag | ArchDaily
Refurbishment projects are now underway with Jørn as director-incharge, master architect and concept designer. His work on the Reception Hall, the Western Loggia, the Concert Hall and the Opera Theatre will be undertaken in collaboration with son and partner, Jan Utzon, and Richard Johnson of Sydney-based practice Johnson Pilton Walker.
Sydney Opera House | ArchitectureAU
Jorn Utzon was a relatively unknown Danish architect in the 1950s, until he won the competition to design the National Opera House in Sydney Australia, in 1956. He was born in 1918, the son of a naval engineer. He studied architecture at the Copenhagen Royal Academy of Arts and much of his early work was in Sweden.
SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE- INSPIRED BY NATURE
Cristina Garduño Freeman examines the often-overlooked contribution made by Australian architects to the design of the Sydney Opera House and argues that authorial plurality has not diminished the building's success as a public place. 1/1

Building a masterpiece explores some of the untold chapters in the long history of the Opera House's gestation, development and completion -- of individuals whose careers were made or broken by the Opera House, the companies whose reputations were secured through their association with the building, and the pioneering construction methods, innovative technologies and methodologies developed to meet the demands of its unprecedented design and challenging construction. The workers who built the building, the politicians, architects and members of the public who championed it and its often beleaguered architect are discussed as is its current world status as a symbol
of Australia.To coincide with the 40th anniversary of the opening of the Sydney Opera House, this new edition of Building a Masterpiece will include a new chapter on another little known and much misunderstood story: the architect who took over from Utzon and completed the project.

Peter Murray's compelling and highly readable biography of the building presents both sides of the story. Using previously unpublished files and papers, Murray has managed to unravel one of the most intriguing architectural controversies of recent times - what really happened when they built Sydney Opera House...
Since the announcement of Jorn Utzon's winning Sydney Opera House competition entry in early 1957 the project has excited controversy. Testing the very boundaries of technology, the gestation of this sublime building was long and fraught with problems, none more so than the departure of its architect in early 1966, never to return. With the building only a series of empty shells there was much for Utzon's successor, the 34-year old Sydney architect Peter Hall, to resolve. For both architects the Opera House would be a 'poisoned chalice' -- a compelling and unprecedented challenge, but one that presented almost insurmountable obstacles. But while Utzon's reputation has
been restored, Hall's completion of the building has, ultimately, brought little recognition and enduring condemnation. It is the powerful myth of Utzon, the misunderstood architectural genius undone by the forces of conservatism, and of a building flawed by subsequent compromise, which has firmly taken root as the subtext in the popular imagination and in most narratives.

Winner of the 2018 Walkley Book Award The best-loved building in Australia nearly didn't get off the drawing board. When it did, the lives of everyone involved in its construction were utterly changed: some for the better, many for the worse. Helen Pitt tells the stories of the people behind the magnificent white sails of the Sydney Opera House. From the famous conductor and state premier who conceived the project; to the two architects whose lives were so tragically intertwined; to the workers and engineers; to the people of Sydney, who were alternately beguiled and horrified as the drama unfolded over two decades. With access to diaries, letters, and classified records, as
well as her own interviews with people involved in the project, Helen Pitt reveals the intimate back story of the building that turned Sydney into an international city. It is a tale worthy of Shakespeare himself. 'A drama-filled page turner' - Ita Buttrose AO OBE 'Helen Pitt tells us so much about the building of the Sydney Opera House we've never heard before' - Bob Carr, former Premier of NSW 'Australia in the seventies: mullets, platform shoes and, miraculously, the Opera House. At least we got one of them right. A great read.' - Amanda Keller, WSFM breakfast presenter
This full-color guide to Sydney and the Great Barrier Reef includes vibrant photos and easy-to-use maps—plus a 30-page Wildlife Guide—to help you plan the trip of a lifetime. The birthplace of modern Australia, Sydney is a bustling, cosmopolitan playground. Off Queensland's endless coast, the Great Barrier Reef is a playground of a different kind, a wonderland of coral gardens and colorful sea life. Larger than the Great Wall of China and home to thousands of species of wildlife, the Great Barrier Reef is an adventure-lover's paradise. In this book, expert traveler Ulrike Lemmin-Woolfrey tells you everything you need to know to make this trip possible, with tips on: How to
get from Sydney to the Reef and where to stop along the way—including information on Cairns, Port Douglas, and Townsville How to experience the Reef's world-class diving How to choose the best reef cruises and rainforest tours How to find and identify wildlife
The Sydney Opera House, completed in 1973, is one of the world's great icons and a symbol of Australia. The overall image which it has maintained reflects the brilliant design work that Danish architect Jørn Utzon invested in the project, although it had a troubled history and was subject to many changes. This book reveals for the first time exactly what happened. Françoise Fromonot has researched documentation relating to every single phase of project - in the process discovering a precious collection of photographic negatives depicting each stage in the construction work - and her story reveals how changes in the political situation and crude professional scheming led to
the Australians ultimately abandoning the great challenge that Utzon had offered them. The text and pictures tell a unique story, both of a building and of an architect who set us an example we still do not fully understand.
Jørn Utzon is best known as the architect of the Sydney Opera House, probably the world's most famous modern building and arguably the 20th-century's boldest, most important and impressive work of architecture. All his works – both the large and famous and the small and private – with their brilliant simplicity and honest originality, are masterpieces of 20th-century architecture.This book presents all of Utzon's buildings in more than 400 outstanding color photographs taken by architecture photographer Per Nagel over a period of 25 years. Architect Vibe Udsen reviews each building and architecture critic Henrik Sten Møller presents a portrait of Jørn Utzen the man and
the architect. Photographer Per Nagel has collaborated with architect Vibe Udsen for many years in publishing the architectural annual Living Architecture, which is distributed worldwide.
Visionary Danish architect Jørn Utzon was just thirty-eight years old when in 1957 he was named the surprise winner of an international competition to design the Sydney Opera House in Australia. His bold design consisting of five performance halls topped by billowing concrete shells clad in ceramic tile is universally recognized as a masterpiece of twentieth-century architecture. While this early triumph brought Utzon worldwide fame, it overshadowed a larger body of work of great importance for modern architecture. Utzon's highly diverse projects around the globe, from the National Assembly in Kuwait and Melli Bank in Tehran, Iran, to the Bagsværd Church and
numerous houses in Denmark, are testaments to his belief that modernism need not sacrifice local character to be forward thinking. Organized into six thematic chapters—place, working method, building culture, construction, materiality, and living—Jørn Utzon presents all of his important work as well as many of his lesser-known, though equally important competition entries, furniture designs, and other built projects.
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